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Abstract—Hybrid parallel file systems (PFS), consisting of
multiple HDD and SSD I/O servers, provide a promising design
for data intensive applications. The efficiency of a hybrid PFS
relies on the file’s data layout. However, most current layout
strategies are designed and optimized for homogeneous servers.
Using them directly in a hybrid PFS neither addresses the
heterogeneity of servers nor the varying access patterns of
applications, making hybrid PFSs disappointingly inefficient.
In this paper, we propose HAS, a novel heterogeneity-aware

selective data layout scheme for hybrid PFSs. HAS alleviates the
inter-server load imbalance through skewing data distribution
on heterogeneous servers based on their storage performance. To
largely improve the entire system’s I/O efficiency, HAS adaptively
selects the optimal data layout from three typical candidates
according to the application’s data access patterns, based on
a newly developed selection and distribution algorithm. We
have implemented HAS within OrangeFS to provide efficient
data distribution for data-intensive applications. Our extensive
experiments validate that HAS significantly increases the I/O
throughput of hybrid PFSs, compared to existing data layout
optimization methods.

Keywords-Parallel I/O System; Parallel File system; Data
Layout; Solid State Drive

I. INTRODUCTION

Parallel file systems (PFS) have been widely used in high

performance computing (HPC) systems during the past few

decades. A PFS, such as OrangeFS [1], Lustre [2] and

GPFS [3], can achieve superior I/O bandwidth and large

storage capacity by accessing multiple I/O servers simulta-

neously. However because of the existing performance gap

between I/O servers and CPU, the so called I/O wall, current

PFSs cannot fully meet the enormous data requirements of

many HPC applications [4], especially for data intensive HPC

applications.

Solid state disks (SSD) are attracting attention in HPC

domains [5] due to their low access latency and high data

bandwidth. However, building a sole SSD file system for a

large computing cluster often is not a feasible choice, due to

the cost of SSDs and the merits of HDDs, such as high capac-

ity and decent peak bandwidth for large sequential requests. A

hybrid parallel I/O system, which is comprised of both HDD

servers (HServer) and SSD servers (SServer), is more practical

for cost-constraint systems [6]. In practice, SServers can be

used as a cache [7] or in a multi-tiered system [8]. These

two approaches have their merits but cannot fully utilize the

I/O parallelism of the servers. Detailed comparison of these

architectures is out of the scope of this paper. In this work, we

focus on high-capacity SServers and use them as flat storage.

To make full use of high-performance SServers, a PFS must

rely on an efficient file data layout, which is an algorithm

defining a file’s data distribution across available servers.

Traditional layout methods utilize fixed-size stripe to dispatch

files across multiple servers. Generally, data layout depends

on application behaviors. To further improve the storage

performance, numerous works are devoted to the file data

layout optimizations, such as data reorganization [9], data

partition [10], [11], data replication [12], [13], and data stripe

resizing [14]. However, most current schemes are designed

and optimized for homogeneous servers. When applied to

hybrid PFSs, the homogeneity assumptions do not hold, thus

providing two limitations.

First, the heterogeneity of storage servers can significantly

decrease the overall system performance if the distribution

scheme is not conscious of server performance. Due to their

intrinsic properties, SServers always outperform HServers. In

PFSs, a large file request is commonly divided into multiple

sub-requests, which will be concurrently served by multiple

HServers and SServers. In this case, SServers are left idling

while HServers continue to process their requests. This inter-

server load imbalance leads to under-utilization of system

hardware resources. Our experimental results show that load-

imbalance significantly slows down a request (Section II).

Second, most previous works are only designed for a

particular or limited set of access patterns. For example, the

commonly used simple stripe policy in OrangeFS [1] is only
suitable for large parallel file requests, but performs poorly for

other access patterns. As applications become data-intensive

and complicated, access patterns can vary considerably be-

tween applications, in terms of request size, access type (read

or write), and access concurrency. A data layout optimized

for only a specific access pattern is not efficient for all

applications. An efficient, comprehensive data layout scheme

should depend on application’s access patterns.

In this paper, we propose a heterogeneity-aware selective

(HAS) data layout scheme for hybrid PFSs to address the

above challenges. HAS eliminates load-imbalance by assign-

ing varied-size file stripes or distributing different number of

files to heterogeneous servers based on their performance.

In addition, to obtain the global optimal performance, HAS

selects, based on application characteristics, the data layout
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Fig. 1. The three typical data layout policies in PFSs. For 1-DH and 2-D, HServer and SServer are assigned with fixed-size file stripes. For 1-DV, HServer
and SServer are distributed with identical number of files.

policy with the minimal access cost from three typical layout

candidates existing in PFSs as the final data layout method. To

be specific, HAS applies an analytical model which considers

both an application’s access patterns and a server’s storage

characteristics to achieve the optimal data layout.

One might expect to determine the proper layout mechanism

for a given application pattern to be simple. In reality, it is a

complex issue for several reasons. First, the performance of

each server can be significantly impacted by application access

patterns, such as request size, access type (read or write),

access concurrency (number of processes), etc. Second, the

server performance is also related with the storage device.

Even under the same pattern, HServer and SServer exhibit

different performance behaviors. Finally, besides the storage

cost, the network cost, affected by application access patterns,

is also an integral part of the overall data access cost. HAS

fully considers these critical factors when determining the

appropriate data layout to achieve optimal performance in

hybrid PFSs.

Specifically, we make the following contributions.

• We introduce a cost model, which is a function of system

configurations and application I/O patterns, to evaluate

the I/O completion time of each file request for each of

the three different layout policies in hybrid PFSs.

• We propose a selective data layout scheme, which dis-

tributes data using the least expensive layout policy

determined by the cost analysis. The distribution is im-

plemented either by varying the file stripe sizes or the

number of files on different servers.

• We implement the prototype of the HAS scheme under

OrangeFS, and have conducted extensive tests to verify

the benefits of the HAS scheme. Experiment results

illustrate that HAS can significantly improves I/O per-

formance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The back-

ground and motivation are given in Section II. We describe the

design and implementation of HAS in Section III. Performance

evaluations of HAS are presented in Section IV. We introduce

the related work in Section V, and conclude the paper in

Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Typical Data Layout Policies in PFSs

PFSs, such as OrangeFS [1], Lustre [2] and GPFS [3],

support three typical data layout policies — one-dimensional

horizontal (1-DH), one-dimensional vertical (1-DV), and two-
dimensional (2-D) layout. As shown in Figure 1, 1-DH is the

simple striping method that distributes a process’s file across

all available servers in a round-robin fashion. 1-DV performs

no striping at all, and instead places the file data on one server.

2-D is a hybrid method, it distributes the file on a subset of

servers. All three layout policies utilize fixed-size file stripes to

distribute file data, and each of them work well for a particular

kind of I/O access patterns [12]. However, these schemes are

designed for homogeneous PFSs on identical storage servers,

and they will perform poorly for hybrid PFSs.

B. Motivation Example

To illustrate the impact of server heterogeneity on the

overall system performance, we ran IOR [15] to access parallel

OrangeFS files in a hybrid environment (denoted by Hybrid)

with four HServers and four SServers. IOR ran with 16 pro-

cesses, each of which accessed an individual file. We limited

the request size to 512KB, and the access pattern to sequential

and random read and write. For the purpose of performance

comparison, we also ran IOR with the same parameters on

two homogeneous sub-clusters: four HServers (denoted by

HDD) and four SServers (denoted by SSD). Figure 2 shows

the throughputs of IOR with the three typical layout policies.

We can observe that for all policies, the hybrid cluster with

eight servers slightly outperforms the homogeneous cluster
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(a) 1-DH layout
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(b) 1-DV layout
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(c) 2-D layout

Fig. 2. Throughputs of IOR with three typical data layout schemes. The system is tested with homogeneous and heterogeneous server configurations, the
file stripe is 64KB, and the group size is two in 2-D layout.

with four low-speed HServers, and performs worse than the

homogeneous system with four SServers. In other words,

more heterogeneous hardware resources actually degrade I/O

performance. This illustrates that traditional layout schemes

are highly inefficient for hybrid PFSs.

C. Reasons for Poor Performance of Hybrid PFSs

1) Inter-Server Load Imbalance: Traditional layout policies
will lead to severe load imbalance among heterogeneous

servers. Generally, a large file request will be divided into

multiple sub-requests, concurrently served by the underlying

servers. With fixed-size file stripe, HServers and SServers

possibly handle same-size sub-requests. As a result, SServers

will waste much time on waiting for the low-speed HServers.

To show this, we analyze the I/O time of each server in the

sequential read test in Figure 2(a). We find that HServers take

roughly 3.5X time to complete I/O operations compared with

SServers (Other layouts have the similar results).
2) Single Server I/O Inefficiency: Existing layout polices

may also incur severe I/O inefficiency on a single server.

Similar to the cases in homogeneous systems, each layout

scheme in hybrid PFSs leads to distinct sub-requests and ac-

cess concurrency on each server. For example, 1-DH produces

much higher I/O concurrency than 1-DV when a large number
of processes exist. The server performance can be largely

degraded due to sever I/O contention. In other words, although

the inter-server load balance is maintained, a layout policy not

considering application access patterns can offset the overall

system performance.

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first introduce the basic idea of our

proposed heterogeneity-aware selective (HAS) data layout

scheme. Then we describe the cost model and algorithm used

to determine the optimal data layout for hybrid PFSs. Finally,

we present the implementation of HAS.

A. The Basic Idea of HAS Overview

Since traditional layout schemes lead to severe performance

degradation, the proposed data layout scheme, HAS, aims to

optimize the performance of hybrid PFSs through skewing data

distribution on heterogeneous servers.

Figure 3 shows the idea of HAS. Compared with tradi-

tional layout policies which assign each server with fixed-

size file stripes or fixed-number of files, HAS distributes file

data on heterogeneous servers with varied-size file stripes or

various number of files based on the server performance. This

can alleviate inter-server load imbalance. Further more, HAS

chooses the layout scheme with minimal access cost from the

three layout candidates as the final layout for an application

to improve the overall system I/O efficiency.

However, determining the proper layout policy and its

corresponding stripe sizes or number of files on each server

is not easy for several reasons. First, the server performance

is a complex function of multiple factors, such as application

access patterns and storage media. Second, in addition to the

storage cost, the network cost also plays an important role in

the overall data access cost. To identify the optimal data layout,

we built an analytical cost model accounting for application,

network, and storage characteristics to evaluate the data access

time in a heterogeneous I/O environment.

B. Data Access Model in Hybrid PFSs

1) Assumptions and Definitions: The overall I/O time is a

function of various parameters, which are listed in table I. The

system and application pattern parameters are used as known
inputs, and data layout parameters are optimized depending
on the inputs.

Note that the storage related parameters show distinct char-

acteristics on heterogeneous servers. First, the start up time of

SServer is much smaller than HServer’s. Second, data transfer

time of SServer is several times smaller than that of HServer’s.

Finally, while HServer may have identical read and write

performance, SServer usually has a faster read performance

than writes because write operations lead to many background

activities due to garbage collection and wear leveling [16].

We only consider 1-DH, 1-DV, and 2-D layout policies due

to their popularity. In each policy, the files are distributed on

the underlying servers as in Figure 3. We assume each process

accesses one file and only that file. For 1-DH and 2-D, stripe
sizes are varied depending on the type of server. For 1-DV,
since all file data is distributed on one server, varying the stripe

size will not affect the request cost so we vary the number of

files on heterogeneous servers instead. Due to symmetry, we

assume perfect load balance of data access within HServers

and SServers but not between different types of servers. In

addition, we have following assumptions for each policy:

• For 1-DH, we assume each file request is served by all the
m+n servers, so that each storage node can contribute to
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Fig. 3. The three data layout policies in hybrid PFSs after optimization. For 1-DH and 2-D, HServer and SServer are assigned with varied-size file stripes.
For 1-DV, HServer and SServer are distributed different number of files.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS IN COST ANALYSIS MODEL

System Parameters
m Number of HServers

n Number of SServers

c Number of process on one client node

e Average network establishing time per connection

t Unit data network transmission time

αh Average startup time of one operation on HServer

βh Unit data transfer time on HServer

αsr Average startup time for read on SServer

βsr Unit data transfer time for read on SServer

αsw Average startup time for write on SServer

βsw Unit data transfer time for write on SServer

Application Pattern Parameters
p Number of client processes

r Size of file request

o Type of file request (read or write)

Data Layout Parameters
sh Stripe size on HServer in 1-DH and 2-D layout

ss Stripe size on SServer in 1-DH and 2-D layout

ph Number of process on HServer in 1-DV layout

ps Number of process on SServer in 1-DV layout

g Number of storage groups in 2-D layout

the aggregate I/O performance. Each sub-request on the

server has the same size with the stripe on that server.

Thus we have the following constraint.

m× sh + n× ss = r (1)

Usually ss is larger than sh to achieve load balance. In
an extreme case, sh can be zero (which means file data
are only distributed on SServers) if there is a possibility

to improve the performance.

• For 1-DV, the number of processes on each server equals
the number of files. We assume all files are distributed

on the m+ n servers, thus

m× ph + n× ps = p (2)

Similarly, ps is larger than ph, and ph can be zero.
• For 2-D, we assume each group includes m/g HServers
and n/g SServers, and a file request is distributed on all
the (m + n)/g servers in that group as in 1-DH policy,

thus

m× sh + n× ss = g × r (3)

2) Access Cost Analysis: Our cost model divides the overall
I/O time of a parallel data access into four parts. TE is the

network establishing time, TX is the network transferring time,

TS is the storage startup time, and TT is the storage transfer

time. The former two parts are network related access costs

(TNET ), and the latter two are storage related access costs

(TSTOR). Taking their sum gives the overall I/O time (T ):

T = TE + TX + TS + TT (4)

Establishing cost: TE depends on the number of establish-
ing operations for the parallel data accesses. Since a network

establishing operation is related with both the client and the

server, TE is determined by the higher cost of the two.

Take the 1-DH layout as an example, each client needs to

establish network connections with all servers serially, thus

TE = c(m+n)e. From a server’s point of view, it is accessed
by p processes, thus TE = pe. Then, the final establishing
time TE = max{c(m+ n)e, pe}.
Transfer cost: TX is related with the network data transfer

size and the network data transfer rate. Similarly, it is deter-

mined by the maximal cost of a client and a server. We still

use the 1-DH layout as an example. For a client, TX = crt;
for HServer, TX = psht; for SServer, TX = psst. Since sh
will always be at most ss, TX = max{crt, psst}.
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Fig. 4. Data access cost for read requests on hybrid Hservers and SServers

Startup cost: TS is relatively straightforward and deter-

mined by the number of I/O operations on one server, namely

the number of client processes assigned on that server. For a

parallel request, TS is determined by the maximal cost among
all involved I/O servers.

Read/write cost: TT is the time spent on actual data

read/write operations. It can be calculated by the ratio of the

request size over the data transfer rate of storage devices.

Similarly, TT is determined by the maximal value of all I/O

servers for a parallel request.

We refer to the data access cost in the three layout polices

as T1−DH , T1−DV and T2−D respectively, which is calculated

as in Figure 4. T1−DH is derived from our previous work [17],

which expresses the cost as a function of sh and ss. For
the new proposed formulas, T1−DV describes the cost as

a function of ph and ps, and T2−D utilizes sh, ss and g
for the same goal. Figure 4 only displays the access cost

for read requests; writes will be similar except startup and

unit data transfer time for SServers will change. These three

policies imply more application-aware and effective layout

optimization methods for hybrid PFSs.

By examining the formulas, we can capture the following

implications for data layout optimizations.

• For 1-DH and 2-D, the storage read/write cost TTH and

TTS on the two types of servers can be balanced by

increasing the stripe size of SServer (ss) and decreasing
that of HServer (sh), but doing so may increase the
network transfer time TX on SServer, possibly delaying

the overall completion time (T ).
• For 1-DV, the storage read/write cost TTH and TTS can

be balanced by increasing the number of files on SServer

(ps) and decreasing that on HServer (ph). Similarly, this
may increase the network transfer time TX , offsetting the
reduction of T .

C. Optimized Data Layout Determination

We note that the model consists of linear equalities and

inequalities of unknown variables (max can be expressed as

multiple linear inequalities). Therefore, the model can be

solved exactly to minimize the total I/O cost under three

layout policies, subject to the above constraints. Since we have

described the stripe size determination for the 1-DH layout

policy [17], we show the methods to determine the optimal

data layout for the other two policies.

1) 1-DV Layout Optimization: The system and pattern

related parameters can be regarded as constants, and T1−DV

is a function of two unknowns—ph and ps. The final problem
is to choose the values of ph and ps to minimize T1−DV .

For condition c ≤ ps, according to the member values in
the corresponding maximum expressions in the formulas in

Figure 4, we translate this optimization problem into two linear

programming (LP) problems shown below.

Case 1: Minimize T 11−DV = ps(e+ rt) + ph(αh + rβh)
(5)

subject to

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

mph + nps = p

ps(αsr + rβsr) ≤ ph(αh + rβh)
0 ≤ ph ≤ p/m
c ≤ ps ≤ p/n

(6)

Case 2: Minimize T 21−DV = ps(e+rt)+ps(αsr+rβsr) (7)

subject to

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

mph + nps = p

ph(αh + rβh) ≤ ps(αsr + rβsr)
0 ≤ ph ≤ p/m
c ≤ ps ≤ p/n

(8)
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Then

T1−DV = min{T 11−DV , T
2
1−DV } (9)

The first constraint of Equation 6 and 8 is Equation 2. The

second constraint is the only difference between case 1 and

case 2; they account for the two possible values of TSTOR

in Figure 4. The third and fourth constraints for 1-DV are

directly derived from Equation 2. For example, the max of

ph is achieved by letting ps = 0 in Equation 2, as goes for
calculating the max of ps. The final cost for 1-DV determined
by Equation 9 is the minimum of the two cases.

The cases for the alternate condition will be similar to the

two above, except some values will be interchanged according

to the formulas in Figure 4.

2) 2-D Layout Optimization: T2−D is a function of three

unknown parameters sh, ss, and g. Similarly, based on the
member values in the maximum expressions in Figure 4, we

translate the optimization problem into two linear program-

ming (LP) problems for the condition p ≤ g.

Case 1: Minimize T 12−D = c((p/g)e+rt)+(p/g)(αsr+ssβsr)
(10)

subject to

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

msh + nss = gr

1 < g < (m+ n)

αh + shβh ≤ αsr + ssβsr
0 ≤ sh
0 ≤ ss

(11)

Case 2: Minimize T 22−D = c((p/g)e+rt)+(p/g)(αh+shβh)
(12)

subject to

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

msh + nss = gr

1 < g < (m+ n)

αsr + ssβsr ≤ αh + shβh
0 ≤ sh
0 ≤ ss

(13)

Then

T2−D = min{T 12−D, T
2
2−D} (14)

The first constraint is Equation 3. The second constraint

ensures the achieved layout remains 2-D. Similar to the second
constraint of Equation 6, the third constraint accounts for

the possible values of TSTOR. The last two constraints for

Equation 10 and 12 simply ensure the stripe sizes remain

positive. The cases for other conditions will be similar to the

two above. Note the above optimizations use the storage values

for read, the optimizations for write can be done similarly.

3) Gobal Data Layout Optimization: After the linear opti-
mizations, there will be three potential layout methods, each

with their own cost T1−DH , T1−DV , and T2−D. Then,

HAS will select the minimum of three candidates as the

most optimal data distribution, which accounts for application,

storage, and network characteristics.

Note that the linear program is expressed with two or three

unknown variables, the search space is very small and solving

the program requires acceptable time cost.

D. Implementation
We implemented HAS in OrangeFS [1], which is a popu-

lar parallel file system and directly provides the varied-size

striping method for each file server. The procedure of the

HAS scheme includes the following three phases, as shown

in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. HAS data layout optimization procedure.

The estimation phase consists of two parts, system testing

and application tracing. For system testing, the network param-

eters, e and t, the storage parameters, αh,βh,αsr/w,βsr/w, and
the system parameters, such as m and n can be regarded as
constants. We use all file servers in the parallel file system

to test the storage parameters for HServers and SServers

with sequential/random and read/write patterns and then we

calculate the average for HServers and SServers. We use

many pairs of clients and file servers to estimate the network

parameters. Again the tests are conducted thousands of times

for the purpose of accuracy, and we use the average value

for the network parameters. For application tracing, we use a

trace collector, IOSIG [18], to obtain the run-time statistics of

data accesses during the application’s first execution. Many

HPC applications access their files with predictable access

patterns and they often run multiple times [19]. This provides

an opportunity to achieve the proposed data layout scheme.

Based on the I/O trace, we obtain the application’s I/O pattern

related parameters, such as p, r, and o.
In the optimization phase, using the parameters obtained

in the estimation phase, we apply the cost model and linear
programming optimization methods in III-C to determine the

optimal file data distribution on HServers and SServers for

each of the three layout policies. Since each policy may only

give sub-optimal performance because of unique character-

istics of applications, HAS compares their performance and
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chooses the one with minimal cost as the final data layout

policy.

In the distribution phase, we distribute the file data with the
optimal layout policy and the corresponding layout parameters

for later runs of the applications. For 1-DH and 2-D, we
utilize the APIs supported by OrangeFS to implement the

specific variable stripe distribution and group distribution. In

OrangeFS, parallel files can either be accessed by the PVFS2

or the POSIX interface. For PVFS2 interface, we utilize the

“pvfs2-xattr” command to set the data distribution policy

and the related layout parameters for directories where the

application files are located. For POSIX interface, we use the

“setfattr” command to reach the similar data layout optimiza-

tion goal. For 1-DV policy, we create different numbers of

process files on HServers and SServers.

E. Discussion

HAS can potentially lead to more storage space consump-

tion for SServers, which might be an unwanted feature by

users. Fortunately, most file systems do not make full use

of the storage space in the underlying devices. On the other

hand, HAS focuses on high-capacity SServers thus the issue

of lack space is not frequently encountered. In the worst case,

with the possibility of an SServer running out of its space,

we design a data migration method to balance the storage

space by moving data from SServers to HServers, so that the

available remaining space on SServers can be guaranteed for

new incoming requests. This problem can also be addressed

by using the hybrid PFS to store performance-critical data and

the PFS only on HServers to store the rest of the data.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

We conducted the experiments on a 65-node SUN Fire

Linux cluster, where each node has two AMD Opteron(tm)

processors, 8GB memory and a 250GB HDD. 16 nodes are

equipped with additional OCZ-REVODRIVE 100GB SSD. All

nodes are equipped with Gigabit Ethernet interconnection. The

operating system is Ubuntu 9.04, and the parallel file system is

OrangeFS 2.8.6. Among the available nodes, we select eight

as client computing nodes, eight as HServers, and eight as

SServers. By default, the hybrid OrangeFS file system is built

on four HServers and four SServers.

We compare the proposed layout scheme HAS with two

other data layout schemes: the application-aware scheme

(ADL) [12] and the storage-aware scheme(SDL) [17]. In ADL,

file data is placed across the hybrid file servers with one of the

three policies according to the application’s access pattern, but

each server is assigned a fixed-size file stripe. In SDL, the file

stripe sizes for the hybrid servers are determined by the server

performance but only 1-DH policy is chosen, without fully

considering application access patterns. We use the popular

benchmark IOR [15] and BTIO [20] to test the performance.
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(b) Write throughput

Fig. 6. Throughputs of IOR under different layout schemes with different
I/O modes

B. IOR Benchmarks

IOR provides three APIs, MPI-IO, POSIX, and HDF5. We

only use the MPI-IO interface. Unless otherwise specified,

IOR runs with 32 processes, each of which performs I/O

operations on an individual 256MB parallel file with request

size of 512KB. We provide two sets of experiments, varying

application characteristics and varying storage characteristics.

We illustrate the importance of considering both application

and storage characteristics, by comparing to schemes which

only consider one type of characteristics.

1) Varying Application Characteristics: We vary the fol-
lowing application related traits: I/O operation type, number of

processes, and request size. First we run IOR with sequential

and random read and write I/O operations. Figure 6 shows the

throughput of IOR. We observe that HAS outperforms ADL

and SDL. By using the optimal data distribution for HServers

and SServers, HAS improves read performance up to 189.7%

over ADL with all I/O access patterns, and write performance

up to 242.7%. Compared with SDL, HAS improves the

performance up to 23.8% for reads and 21.1% for writes.

Although ADL accounts for I/O operation type variation,

HAS has superior performance than ADL because it considers

storage server performance differences. HAS provides optimal

performance for read and write operations, but SDL degrades

in performance because its lack of application awareness.

Then we evaluated the layout schemes with different num-

ber of processes. The IOR benchmark is executed under the

random access mode with 16, 64 and 128 processes. As

displayed in Figure 7, the result is similar to the previous

test. HAS has the best performance among the three schemes.

Compared with ADL, HAS improves the read performance

by 140.3%, 179.7%, and 200.2% respectively with 16, 64 and
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(b) Write throughput

Fig. 7. Throughputs of IOR with varied number of processes

128 processes, and write performance by 174.3%, 200.7%,

and 292.7%. Compared with SDL, HAS achieves similar

performance for 16 processes. For 64 and 128, HAS improves

read performance by 16.1% and 27.3% respectively, and write

performance by 14.2% and 21.3%. When the number of

processes is large, the 1-DV policy, implemented in HAS,

provides better performance than the 1-DH layout used by

SDL. As the number of processes increase, the performance

of the hybrid PFS decreases because more processes lead to

server I/O contention in HServers and SServers. These results

show that HAS scales excellently with the number of I/O

processes.

Finally, the I/O performance is examined with different

request sizes. We set the request size to 128KB and 4096KB,

and the number of processes to 32. From Figure 8(a), we

can observe that HAS can improve the read performance

up to 110.3%, and write up to 151.6% in comparison with

ADL. Compared with SDL, HAS also has better performance:

the read performance is increased up to 13.4%, and write

performance is increased up to 37.7%. As the request size

increases, 1-DH tends to be the best layout policy. For example

when the request size is 4096KB, HAS selects the same data

layout policy as SDL, 1-DH. These results validate that HAS
can choose appropriate data distribution for HServers and

SServers when the request size varies.

Our results validate that it is essential for a data layout

scheme to account for application traits in order for a system

to provide peak storage performance.

2) Varying System Characteristics: We examined the I/O
performance with different server configurations. We varied

the numbers of HServers and SServers with the ratios of 5:3

and 6:2. Figure 9 shows the bandwidth of IOR with different

file server configurations. Based on the results, HAS can
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(a) Request size is 128K
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(b) Request size is 1024K

Fig. 8. Throughputs of IOR with varied request sizes
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(a) 5HServers : 3SServers
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(b) 6HServers : 2SServers

Fig. 9. Throughputs of IOR with varied file server configurations

improve I/O throughput for both read and write operations.

When the ratio is 5:3, HAS improves the read and write

performance by up to 171.6% and 232.4% respectively, when

compared to ADL. Compared with SDL, HAS increases the

read performance by 21.9%, and write performance by 17.1%.

When the ratio is 6:2, the performance gap is decreased

because the server configuration is more homogeneous. In the

experiments, the read and write performance disparity between

HAS and ADL enlarges as the number of SServers increase

because HAS is storage device conscious.

By varying the system characteristics, we prove that the
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Fig. 10. Throughputs of BTIO under different data placement schemes

consideration of system traits is essential to optimal data

distribution.

C. BTIO benchmark

Apart from the synthetic benchmark above, we also use

the BTIO benchmark [20] from the NAS Parallel Bench-

mark (NPB3.3.1) suite to evaluate the proposed scheme.

BTIO represents a typical scientific application with inter-

leaved intensive computation and I/O phases. BTIO uses a

Block-Tridiagonal (BT) partitioning pattern to solve the three-

dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations.

We consider the Class B and epio subtype BTIO workload
in the experiments. That is, we write and read a total size of

1.69GB data. We use 16, 36, and 64 compute processes since

BTIO requires a square number of processes. Each process

accesses its own independent file. Output files are distributed

across six HServers and two SServers on the hybrid OrangeFS

file system.

As shown in Figure 10, compared to ADL and SDL, HAS

achieves better throughput and scalability. Compared to ADL,

HAS improves the performance by 153.1%, 157.6%, and

175.2% with 16, 36, 64 processes, respectively. For SDL, HAS

achieves the improvement by up to 48.2%.

All the experiment results have confirmed that the pro-

posed HAS scheme is a promising method to improve the

performance of hybrid PFSs. It helps parallel file systems

provide high performance I/O service to meet the growing

data demands of many HPC applications.

V. RELATED WORK

A. I/O Request Stream Optimization

Much research has focused on reorganizing I/O request

streams to minimize access time spent on I/O device and

network. Generally, such optimizations are implemented at

the I/O middleware layer. For example, instead of accessing

multiple small, noncontiguous requests, data sieving [21]

applies the strategy of accessing a contiguous chunk created by

gathering the noncontiguous requests. Datatype I/O [22] and

List I/O techniques [23] allow noncontiguous I/O requests to

be converted into a single I/O request, thereby limiting the

number of total requests. Collective I/O [21] also rearranges

I/O accesses into a larger contiguous request, but considers

the multiprocess level instead of a single process.

B. Data Layout in HDD-based File Systems

Parallel file systems have different data layout strategies,

which allow for numerous data layout optimization meth-

ods [12]. Several techniques, including data partition [10],

[11], data migration [24], and data replication [12], [13],

[25], are applied to optimize data layouts depending on I/O

workloads. Segment-level layout scheme logically divides a

file to several parts and appoints an optimal stripe size for

each part [26]. Another methodology, server-level adaptive

layout strategy, selects different stripe sizes depending upon

the type of the file server [14]. PARLO is designed for

accelerating queries on scientific datasets by applying user

specified optimizations [9]. Tantisiriroj et. al [27] uses HDFS-

specific layout optimizations [28] to improve the performance

of PVFS. However, all these works are designed for homo-

geneous HDD-based file systems, and can’t be applied to

heterogeneous environments.

C. Data Layout in SSD-based File Systems

SSDs are commonly integrated into parallel file systems due

to their performance benefits. For now, most SSDs are used

as a cache to HDDs, e.g. Sievestore [29], iTransformer [30],

and iBridge [31]. Hybrid storage with SSDs is another popular

technique to exploit their merits, including I-CASH [32] and

Hystor [33]. Although effective, the vast majority of research

is focused on a single file server. Data layout optimizations

in Hybrid PFSs have not received their needed attention.

CARL [8], our previous work, selects and situates file regions

with high access costs onto SSD-based file servers at the I/O

middleware layer, but the region cannot be placed onto both

SSDs and HDDs. PADP [17] and PSA [34] employ stripe

size variation to improve the performance of hybrid PFSs,

yet the schemes are only optimized for the one-horizontal (1-
DH) layout policy, without fully considering the application’s
access patterns. This work achieves an optimal data layout

accounting for both application access patterns and server

performance by choosing the least expensive layout under

three typical layout policies.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we propose a heterogeneity-aware selective

(HAS) data layout scheme for parallel file systems with both

HDD and SSD-based servers. HAS alleviates the inter-server

load imbalance by varying the file stripe sizes or the number of

files on different servers based on their storage performance.

In addition, HAS selects the optimal data layout from three

types of candidates according to application access patterns to

further improve I/O efficiency. We introduce a data access cost

model and a linear programming optimization method to deter-

mine the appropriate data layout method for given application

patterns and system traits. In principle, HAS improves hybrid

parallel file system performance by matching data layout with

both application characteristics and storage capabilities. We

have developed and presented the proposed HAS data layout

optimization scheme in OrangeFS. Experimental results show

that HAS improves the I/O performance by up to 292.7% over
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the existing file data layout schemes. In the future, we plan to

propose more intelligent data layout schemes for applications

with complex access patterns.
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